Conveyor Servicing and Maintenance

In today’s climate of tight production deadlines and tighter maintenance budgets, downtime is not an option. To have the support of an experienced materials handling company, just a phone call away is invaluable to keep the production process running smoothly.

Robson’s team of dedicated apprentice trained mechanical engineers have a vast mechanical handling systems knowledge, gained from many years in the industry. Robson can ensure downtime production losses are minimal and the plant is returned to service as quickly as possible.

Robson engineers are equipped with the resources and tools to ensure the plant is operational in the shortest time.

Most sites have their own in house maintenance team but with the selection of different machinery and plant equipment to be maintained sometimes struggle to fit in the maintenance of complex conveying systems. Robson can help, our engineers are available for contract servicing and maintenance duties for the conveying equipment to ensure optimum efficintcy.

Tailored Solutions

• **Training**
  Engineer instructors teaching the skills needed to Maintain and Service Conveyor Systems.

• **Maintenance**
  Time Served Engineers servicing and maintaining your conveyor equipment to optimum levels, ensuring performance and reliability.

• **Bonded Spares**
  Allocated spare parts ready for despatch as and when needed. Delivered and fitted by an engineer when requested.

Conveyor Service and Maintenance: Servicing

• **Contracted Regular Service Visits**
  Scheduled service visits to suit customer and plant requirements

• **Requested Ad-hoc Visits**
  Customer requested service visits allowing for down days or maintenance shut downs

• **Mechanical and Electrical**
  Robson’s Maintenance consist of Electrical and Mechanical Engineers ensuring any eventuality is catered for.

• **Lubrication**
  Lubrication is one of the most important components within the industry and also one of the most overlooked. Lack of lubrication is one of the top causes of breakdowns. Robson’s Maintenance team check all lubricant levels.

• **Performance Readings**
  Checking the Speed, Feed, Temperature and Amps are all factors in the performance of the conveyor, recording these, trends can be seen and problem areas identified.

• **Detailed Documented Reporting**
  Each Engineer records their findings and highlights problem areas to the customer. The information is recorded to a spreadsheet so trends can easily be identified.

Maintenance

• **Repair work**
• **Emergency Call Out**
• **Refurbishments**
• **Troubleshooting**
• **Upgrades**
• **Electrical (Including PAT Testing)**
• **Fabrication**
• **Belt Repair**
• **Motor and Gearbox Repair**
• **Decommissioning**
• **Relocation of Plant**
• **Steel Erection**
• **Bearing or Pulley Replacements**
Conveyor Service and Maintenance:

- Airports Baggage Handling Systems
- Sugar Beet Handling
- Refined White Sugar Handling
- Cement Processing and Handling
- Glass Batch Plant
- Power Generation Fuel Feed Equipment
- Environmental and Waste Handling
- Oil Industry Equipment
- Quarrying Industry Equipment
- Food Processing Industry Equipment
- Dust Handling
- Steel Manufacturing Equipment
- Biomass Handling
- Ore & Aggregate Handling
- Postal & Warehousing
- Engineering & Manufacturing
- Automotive Industry

Call Back Service | Please complete the form, you can fax, email or send to the address below.

Our Maintenance Business Manager Eddie Hardy, will be happy to call you back and discuss your requirements.

Fax: Eddie Hardy - 0114 2433066. Email: Hardye@robson.co.uk

I am interested in the Robson Maintenance Service please contact me:

Name ......................... Position  .........................Tel  .................................Fax  .................................

Company .....................Department  .....................Mobile No  .....................Email  .............................